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 After much reflection on my current foreign language teaching philosophy I have settled 

on some new beliefs about culture and language learning.  Culture is a complex, challenging, and 

ever changing entity that is feature of language from which it cannot be separated.  In addition, 

learning a language is both a cognitive and social process, which culture is at the heart of.  

Therefore, language must be taught in context, students need maximum exposure to the target 

language and authentic texts, and grammar instruction should take a dialogic approach.  These 

particular beliefs best support how I help my students develop proficiency in language, cross-

cultural competence, and meet both instructional and truly educational objectives.  Below, I have 

described these key ideas of my philosophy in further detail. 

 In my classroom, I believe that in order for students to learn a foreign language they must 

have maximum expose to the target language that is comprehensible and goal-orientated.  

Therefore, I try and speak in the target language the majority of the time.  My students are 

constantly exposed to unscripted, spontaneous, comprehensible, and linguistically correct target 

language use.   I also always check for student understanding and engage in dialogue about and 

within language with my students.  In addition to me speaking and teaching in the target 

language students also need to use the target language.  I consciously work to foster a classroom 

rich in all types’ of meaningful communication, where learners are engaged and can collaborate 

on tasks, construct meaning together, and can be an active learner in developing their 

communicative abilities and cultural perspectives.  It is important to teach culture in the target 

language and have cultural discussions in the target language.    

 Another belief of mine is rooted in the importance of teaching language in context.  It is 

essential that teachers contextualize language learning by engaging students in dialogue amongst 

themselves and with the teacher because culture is formed and enacted in these dialogues.  
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However, in order to understand context, both teachers and students need to be aware of how 

different dimensions impact and shape it.  According to Kramsch (1993) “the way context is 

shaped through the foreign language determines the types of meanings the students will be 

allowed to explore, discover, and exchange.”  Therefore, I strive to teach language in context, 

while eliminating constraints and creating tasks that are very interactional with great emphasis 

on exchanging information and negotiating meaning.  In order to get students to take full 

advantage of the context, it is the teacher’s responsibility to make explicit the goal of the task 

and reasoning for the format.   

 As I mentioned before, culture is a feature of language, which includes the grammar we 

use and the vocabulary we choose.  In my classroom grammar instruction takes a dialogic or 

story-based approach.   Teacher and learners collaborate on and co-construct meaning of 

particular form, only after the meaning of this form has been established in interesting and 

compelling contexts.  Students will encounter grammar in contextualized language and 

connected discourse.  It is also important to engage in cultural discussions on the features of 

language, like pragmatics.  Teachers should also occasionally take time to explicitly explain to 

students the meaning they can convey when they choose to use certain forms over others.    

 My last belief is centered on using authentic materials, which serve to merge culture and 

context with language and can be used as springboard for teaching culture.  By using authentic 

oral and printed texts my students will be exposed to examples of natural language for native 

speakers of a particular culture that serves a purpose.  Learners will also interact with the texts in 

an authentic and engaging manner.  Kramsch (1993) states “in all its dimensions at once, a 

foreign language text invites the learner to discover both the personal voice of a foreign author, 

and the cultural voice of the speech community.”   By using authentic materials my students are 
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given the opportunity to truly explore another culture and engage in cross-cultural discussions.  I 

always guide their learning by do pre, during, and after activities to aid in comprehension or 

interpretation.     

 In conclusion, there are many beliefs about how to teach culture and language, however 

the ideas I have shared strongly demonstrate my philosophy.  The integration of language and 

culture in a dialogic framework allows us to meet truly educational objectives.  My philosophy 

may also suggest getting away from traditional views of teaching culture as a fifth skill of 

language, and instead focusing on students being able to demonstrate cross-cultural awareness 

and understanding through language study.  In order for students to develop proficiency in the 

language and cultural competence, they need to constantly be exposed to target language input, 

have contextualized language instruction, story-based grammar lessons, authentic materials, and 

be in a positive learning environment where they will be invested in using the language and 

discovering other cultures.   
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